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The local brigade staff and DIO did
everything they could to help us make this
a special occasion. On the day the Centre
seating was reconfigured to accommodate
our guests and the team had prepared a
wonderful buffet. The centre was bright and
welcoming and there was time for guests
to walk around the centre and check out the
facilities.
Most of the people present would be fully
aware of the work of Sandes but some
know it better than others. In his opening
remarks our Chairman, Mr Wesley
Ballantine spoke on the different views of
Sandes.

Sandes VP, General Sir Roger Wheeler addressing
the audience at the opening of our Centre in Lisburn.

Our Sandes Centre in Lisburn has been
operating since April 2015 but the Official
opening was held back for a number of
reasons until 4th December. We were very
privileged that one of our Vice Presidents,
General Sir Roger Wheeler agreed to do
us the honour of opening the Centre. It was
a wonderful occasion and Sandes were
officially welcomed back into the camp after
an absence of forty two years.

“If you are here for the first time you could
be forgiven for thinking this is just a café.
We do serve wholesome and good value
food. The place is bright and the staff are
very welcoming. It serves that purpose very
well. But as a simple commercial enterprise
it would have closed many years ago.
Sandes is much more than that!
Sandes motivation is not about profit but
care. We are here to help. This is an open
door to everyone regardless of rank or
status; a place for families; a sanctuary for
soldiers. It is a real home, where you will
find a listening ear and a friendly word of
encouragement. I have heard Sandes

- - - A DATE FOR YOUR DIARY - - -

Sandes Annual Conference 15-17 April 2016
at Glenada, Newcastle Co Down.
Guest speaker will be Pastor Val English.
Please come along and hear about the work of Sandes.

Bibles were presented to those who had
helped in the development of the Centre
and they were warmly received by all. Rev
Desi Paul did an address where he likened
the word of God to a sword or a hammer
depending on the circumstances. It was a
challenging word and very appropriate to
the context in which soldiers live and work.
He assured the soldiers present of our
continued prayers and our hopes that they
would put their trust in the Lord in whatever
circumstances they may find themselves.

being described as a safety valve for the
pressure of military life. But once again it is
much more than that!
Our faith in Jesus is the beating heart of
Sandes; it is what motivates; it gives us
purpose. We want to share the love,
forgiveness, joy, peace and hope that we
have found in Christ. I once heard a Padre
say that Sandes has a testimony of presence
simply by being here. We want to encourage
people and through acts of love and care,
to demonstrate the love of God, so that
when we get the opportunity to speak and
proclaim the Gospel, people will know our
words are not empty but have life. After
many years of service, Sandes is still very
much the The Soldiers’ Friend”.
General Wheeler then spoke warmly of his
long association with Sandes and his
appreciation of our work not only with
soldiers but their families as well. The whole
event seemed like a homecoming for him
because he seemed to know everyone
ranging from the regimental piper at the
door to the VIP guests including our local
MP. We are very privileged to have a man
of his standing and influence, championing
the cause of Sandes.

So the challenge for Sandes is to remain
effective in the area of hospitality and
provide the best service we can. This is the
draw that brings people into our Centres.
We must then show that we are much more
that a restaurant by creating a friendly
caring home. This must be done with
absolute sincerity so that people know we
really care and will trust us enough to share
concerns and build friendships. However,
we are Christ’s ambassadors and that is
our raison d'être. We must never lose the
passion to live out the Gospel and to share
this good news at every opportunity.
Anything less would just not be Sandes.
Tommy Mearns

Staff provided a great buffet and Kerry gave a greeting smile to everyone coming into Sandes
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My Rock and My Fortress

Soldiers who had been presented with Afghanistan service medals in Sandes at Lisburn.

In the book of Samuel, Shammah stood
victorious against the enemy to defend a
little lentil field. Sandes is our lentil field
which we must hold. Our enemy is on the
prowl, holding people captive and leaving
footprints of fear and despair. Wearing the
armour of God our footprints must be seen
in love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, etc.
We still have the ‘good tidings of great joy
for all people’. Through Christ you can be
set free from the enemy, be a forgiven man
and be at peace with God.

Many great victories can be won when we
go on the offensive and win ground from
the enemy, but just as important is how we
then stand and hold that ground when he
attacks us. In our mission work we have an
enemy who is subtle and deceptive. He will
quietly work to undermine our efforts and
destroy our confidence with weapons of
doubt, temptation, accusation and slander.
This is an age of uncertain values with no
moral compass. We are constantly being
inundated with new ideas, new problems
and a full spectrum of supposed solutions.
Yet the world still seems to be sinking
further into depravity and self-interest. In
this quicksand we need to find solid ground
on which we can take our stand.

Our Centre here in Lisburn has now been
open for seven months and we are seeing
a gradual increase in attendance. It is great
seeing new people and some still say ‘I
didn’t know you had a place here’. Our
contact with 2 Rifles is restricted as they
are often away training. There are less
training facilities here than Ballykinlar. We
do have more regular contact with other
units and the staff from 38 Brigade HQ and
it has been great getting to know them all.

Psalm 40:2 says ‘He lifted me out of the
slimy pit, out of the mud and mire; he set
my feet on a rock and gave me a firm place
to stand.’ Christ is our rock and that’s where
we make our stand. How do we resist the
enemy despite our many weaknesses and
shortcomings? We must lay aside any
sense of self and put on the armour of God.
In doing so we put on Christ Himself, stand
in His strength and proclaim His victory.

Sandes is quite central and is used as a
hub or meeting place for different groups of
people. Within the last month two generals
have visited the centre. Lt General

Therefore put on the full armour of God, so that when the day of evil comes, you may be
able to stand your ground, and after you have done everything, to stand. Ephesians 6:13
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Bashall spent time talking to soldiers and
wives about welfare issues including
housing. Speaking to us he commended
Sandes for its continued support for the
armed forces. Major General Hill met with
soldiers and he presented them with
Afghanistan medals here in Sandes.

chatting for about 30 minutes he thanked
me and said it was helpful even just to talk.
We have restarted our children’s club,
Sandycove. The numbers are not what they
were in Ballykinlar but it is still a real
blessing for us to see children taking in the
truths of the Bible. One parent was really
pleased as her children have always been
to Sunday school but there isn't one on
camp. It really helps when the parents
encourage the children to come along.

Over the years we have come to befriend
quite a few of the guys and we know their
individual character traits. It has been our
privilege to see them grow in their careers
as well as their personal lives. A soldier we
have known for some years has returned
after two years instructing in one of the
army colleges. He now has a beautiful
family and brought his wife and daughter
to meet us. We laughed as he still likes to
have the crusts cut off his cheese on toast.
The guys may be brave and professional
as soldiers but they are still someone’s son.
On behalf of their families we try to offer
them those little home comforts by
accommodating them whenever possible.

As this year ends and a new one begins we
can look back and see God’s blessing in
our lives and the work of Sandes. God has
placed us and we look forward to the
continued unfolding of His purposes here.
We would like to sincerely thank everyone
who prayerfully stood with us and helped
establish this new Centre in Lisburn.
We are excited for the future here. We
believe God is building a network and is
bringing people alongside who have the
guys’ welfare at heart. Different projects
are being looked at and friendships being
made with people who are in sympathy
with the work of Sandes. We would like to
wish all our friends within the greater family
of Sandes a blessed 2016 and remember
that God is able to do immeasurably more
than you can dream or imagine

The practical exercise of Christian love is
purposeful. When they know we really care
then they will trust us enough to share some
of their struggles. Recently one young guy
came in with downcast eyes. Over tea I was
able to sit and chat. He had done something
he was ashamed about and was struggling
with guilt. I was able to tell him how we can
find forgiveness and God’s peace. After

Trevor & Jan Pinkerton

Meeting up with old (young) friends as Sandycove children’s club opens in Lisburn
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To everything there is a season

Footfall has fallen but there are some regulars who still make their way to Sandes in Ballykinlar

My parents were keen gardeners with a
large garden. It was divided into two parts,
one for fruit and vegetables and the other
for lawn and flowerbeds. One of my chores
was to help in the garden but I didn’t like
weeding the vegetables. The rows were
about 50 meters long but they seemed like
miles to me. I wanted to be older so I could
use the lawn mower and work among the
flowers. It seemed to be a cooler job with
more immediate results.
I remember the Pampas grass which had
long sharp leaves and stems which
produced soft white bushy flowers that
would sway in the wind. Every autumn,
when the flower started to droop my dad
would cut off the stalks, stuff newspapers
in between the leaves and then set fire to
the plant. This tall plant would soon be
reduced to a charred stump. I was always
amazed when the following year it was able

to grow back from the ashes like a Phoenix
with a glorious display of bloom once again.
This is a reflection of our spiritual life. The
Bible tells us that ‘if any man be in Christ, he
is a new creature: old things are passed
away; behold, all things are become new.’
He is continually pruning back who we were
to allow who we have become in Christ to
grow. Do not let your old life determine your
future, God is shaping your life and Christ
is the template. Sometimes it is a little snip
and other times it can be much more
severe. This can be a difficult process and
we may feel like we have been reduced to
a charred mess but if we persevere and
trust God, we will experience spiritual
growth which in due season will bear fruit.
In Ballykinlar we have seen a lot of trimming
back. There is no resident battalion here
anymore and although there has been the
occasional busy days and even busy weeks

He cuts off every branch of mine that doesn’t produce fruit, and he prunes
the branches that do bear fruit so they will produce even more. John 15:2
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there has been a significant fall in the
Centre usage. Dave and Ali are faithfully
travelling down from Lisburn every day to
keep the Centre open for those using the
ranges. It can be very frustrating if you see
lots of people coming onto camp to use the
facilities but many never get a chance to
come into Sandes because of their busy
schedules.

We have had encouragement over this last
quarter as we have heard stories of people
whose lives have been touched by the work
of Sandes in Ballykinlar over the years.
Dave and Ali had a chat with Johnny, a
Christian soldier who was grateful of the
fellowship he shared and the knowledge
that there was still a Christian work
continuing among the soldiers.

Also it can be difficult at times too to get a
chance to chat with folk when they hurriedly
come in groups to get food and then head
straight back to the ranges. It is then we
pray that in some small way they will have
experienced something of God’s love in our
character and conduct. This is when it is
also important to have the Bibles and tracts
on display on the tables. We know that God
has promised His word will not return onto
Him until it accomplishes what He set out
for it to do.

Trevor and Jan still open up the Centre on
request for evenings and weekends. These
are often groups of cadets, soldiers or
groups of teenagers going through
residential courses or work experience.
They are quite fast paced and fun with a
good interest in the Dog Tags and the
camouflage Bibles. These have been on
the increase with at least eleven bookings
between November and Christmas. We
praise God for every opportunity we have
of reaching out to these groups.

We never know what to expect in terms of
footfall. It can be very quiet and then
suddenly the place is full. That makes
staffing levels difficult to plan so we are
really thankful to our volunteers who have
on occasions turned up at short notice to
plug the gap. If you are interested in
volunteering in any of Centres please get
in touch with Head Office. It can be quite
busy and demanding but very worthwhile.

In these uncertain days when there is so
much darkness in the world, I am always
encouraged by a friend who sends regular
texts and messages and always signs off
with the letters KLU which stands for Keep
Looking Up. So whether we are in a
season of pruning, waiting, growth or in full
bloom, remember KLU.

Trevor & Jan , Dave & Ali

A busy night with Cadets using the facilities of Sandes at Ballykinler
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Planting seed for the great harvest

Soldiers from a unit being presented with Bibles and Dog Tags from Sandes

“My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made
perfect in weakness” 2 Corinthians 12:9
It is that time of the year when we once
again begin to reflect on what has been
happening here at Holywood. There are
times when we all get tired in the work, but
not of the work, because we rest on God’s
promises that He will reap a harvest of
blessing, not for ourselves, but for the work
here in Holywood. Remembering that
without Him our work here would have no
meaning or purpose and with that in mind
we are continually aware of this presence
in Palace Barracks.
So often we ask ourselves in those times
of tiredness, where is the seed we scatter?
I recently was reading an old copy of
“Enlisted” written by Miss Sandes and I
came across her thoughts on reaping a
harvest.
“Where is the seed we scatter?
With weak and trembling hand,
Beside the gloomy waters,
Or on the arid land!
Not lost; for after many days
Our prayers and toil shall come to Praise”

Like Miss Sandes let us give thanks to God
for sweet and blessed memories of the
seed that has been sown and live with the
expectancy of a harvest. “For after many
days our prayers and toil shall come to
praise”
Praise God that we in this part of the vineyard are ambassadors of the message of
grace. Grace that forgives; grace that
remembers our sins no more; grace that
causes any fruit borne for Him to remain
forever. Let us praise God in the midst of
our labour and life’s work to stop and look
back and thank God for sweet blessed
memories, look back at the seed that has
been sown and look forward to the reaping
of precious souls.
In looking back there was, albeit with limited time, opportunities for a quiet word with
soldiers, wives, guards and civilian
workers.
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The soldiers talked with us about family
concerns, the future, up and coming tours.

They also shared about their secret fears.
For some it was the worry of losing their
spouse, others it was the fear of losing
their own life or a friend. Then there was
the Ebola outbreak some feared losing
their health, indeed one soldier I know was
quarantined when he was suspected of
contracting the disease. His friends took
the time to thank us for our interest in him.

with would see their need of a Saviour and
a personal relationship with Him.
There was also the opportunity to present
Major Mitchell of 152 with Bibles and dog
tags; he called into the Centre some time
ago and was so impressed when he saw
other regimental Bibles and dog tags that
he asked if it would be possible to get
some for the personnel under his
command. Needless to say, his request
was granted and Head Office made the
necessary arrangements. I was delighted
to be able to pass these on to Major
Mitchell. They will be holding a special
dinner in early December and I believe it is
his intention to give a Bible and dog tag to
each of the soldiers present. We praise
God for such encounters they are a true
blessing. Pray with us that His Eternal
Word may bear fruit, much fruit.

We praise God for the opportunities we had
to spend time with the civilian workers.
They shared their fears of being made
redundant. Others were concerned about
their work colleagues, several of whom had
been diagnosed with cancer.
There have been chances to chat with
those wives open enough to talk about
their feelings when husbands are away
and then when they come home again.
This separation and return can bring a
range of marital problems.

Please continue to remember the battalion
of 1 Scots and all families, those who live
in Palace and those who have decided to
stay in Scotland. Pray that in the coming
year, God would grant us more of these
divine appointments and that they will lead
to many coming to faith in the Lord Jesus.

Our Good News Club has been a real
blessing as we have about thirty to forty on
the roll book with around fifteen in regular
attendance. We thank Stephanie and
Joyce for their faithfulness in ministering to
the boys and girls. We also have had
another opportunity to hold a joint
Christmas special with our own GNC and
the Youth Club. These times have also
been a real blessing as we have watched
not only the boys and girls drinking in every
details of the Christmas story, but some of
the parents as well. After the club they
gave some very encouraging feedback.
Our thanks goes to Kerry Millin and Julie
Fenton who on these special occasions
have faithfully ministered God’s Word.

We need special empowerment to do the
Lord’s work and as we continue to focus on
His calling we trust that we will all
experience what Hubert Brooke wrote
about in these words:
“Power to endure to the end, patience to
outlast discouragements. Zeal that will not
die out and that will enkindle the zeal of
others – all these are given and received to
him who knows that the work and the call
are from God”
Thank you for your continued prayerful
support and may you know God’s blessing
in the year ahead. Remembering that “My
grace is sufficient for you, for my power is
made perfect in weakness”

All these encounters give opportunities to
listen, to pray, to offer Bibles and other
Christian literature. Please pray that God
would use these opportunities and the
range of literature to speak into their lives
and that the folks we have made contact

Chris & Marlene Wilkinson

“Therefore, let us not grow weary in doing good, for in due
season we will reap if we do not give up” Galations 6:9
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Prayer Diary
15th January

Sandes Prayer Meeting: The Beacon @ Noon
.............................................

21st January

Sandes Committee Meeting
.............................................

19th February

Sandes Prayer Meeting : The Beacon @ Noon
.............................................

8th March

CVWW meeting in London
...............................................

18th March

Sandes Prayer Meeting : The Beacon @ Noon
...............................................

Promoted to Glory on 23 November 2015 - Mrs Wendy Wilkins
...............................................

If you abide in Me, and My works abide in you, ask
whatever you wish, and it will be done for you. John 15:7
Often our anxious thoughts can determine how we plan and what we do. Much
of our time could be spent working to alleviate issues of provision for the work
rather than the actual work itself. This loss of focus could undermine the work
and we must be careful to ‘Keep the main thing, the main thing’.
We still have wonderful opportunities to bring the Gospel to those in our Armed
Forces and we have seen many blessings in terms of the provision of facilities.
We have managed to maintain our presence when many other military missions
have either ceased to exist or been greatly reduced.
The Scriptures and associated material are freely distributed. There is still
children’s outreach happening in Sandes. There are prayer and fellowship
meetings. The numbers may not be all that we would wish but the big touching
point is in friendship ministry and thankfully the numbers using Sandes is on the
increase again.
We have experienced a renewed benevolent attitude from the authorities. There
is once again an appreciation of the benefits of Sandes and this has been
reflected in a determination to help. The door is still very much open to us.
However there is a major threat to Sandes future. Our costs are rigidly controlled
but we have still had to cut our budget substantially for 2016. Our resources and
income have not kept pace with rising costs and this is not a sustainable position.
This is in deep contrast to the positive support from the military authorities and
the general optimism felt by people in the work.
Please pray for the project underway to increase our support base and promote
legacy giving. Our focus must always be on the purposes of this mission as
faithful ambassadors of Christ and His Gospel. In doing so we trust Him for His
empowerment and provision as we commit the personnel and financial needs
of Sandes to the Lord.
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Please pray for:

January 2016

1 All the Sandes workers as they
enjoy a restful holiday season.

17 the work of all Christian Agencies
working within the military.

2 well being of soldiers and their
families as they plan the year ahead.
3 those suffering as a result of their
military service.

18 increased usage of all Sandes Centres
and opportunities to impact lives.
19 marriages within military community
under strain because of separation and
post deployment issues.

4 a real sense of expectation for the year
ahead as all the Centres re-open today.

20 Head Office team preparing all the year
end accounts and reports for audit

5 growth in our support base as we
face shortfalls and the financial position
is unsustainable.

21 meeting of Sandes committee today to
discuss implications of deep budget cuts.

6 wisdom on the current manning of
Ballykinlar Centre and its long term future.

22 opportunities for the Bible quiz within
the busy training schedule at Harrogate

7 the education and well being of children
within the military community as they
face regular upheaval.

23 all the Bibles and other Christian
literature being distributed thorough
Sandes and other agencies.

8 fresh faces to come to the new
season of Encounter fellowship meeting
in Pirbright tonight.

24 the Holy Spirit to move within the
military community awaking people from
spiritual apathy.

9 for the evening opportunities with the
cadets etc in Ballykinlar.

25 those soldiers from 2 Rifles on training
exercise in Kenya.

10 a real breakthrough as we see people
being saved within the military community

26 support and favour for Sandes in
Harrogate from the new CO and his team.

11 wisdom for Sandes committee as
they consider implications of severe
budget cuts on the work of Sandes.

27 everyone involved in the children’s
Good News Club in Holywood this evening.

12 Internal discussions within Army on
CVWW issues including housing and
licensing.

28 the children's Sandy Cove Club in
Lisburn this afternoon.

13 opportunity for a Bible study to start
alongside the Good News Club on
Wednesday evenings in Holywood.

29 wisdom on how to sensitively develop
a legacy support programme for Sandes.

14 project to promote Sandes to new
supporters would be successful.

30 continued opportunities for Sandes to
witness at personal and group level though
this work.

15 the Sandes monthly prayer meeting
this afternoon.

31 Padres would find opportunities to
work in partnership with Sandes and other
military Christian agencies.

16 wisdom on how to profile Sandes work
among potential supporters and donors.

Then He spoke a parable to them, that men always
ought to pray and not lose heart. Luke 18:1
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Please pray for:

February 2016

1 Junior Soldiers to be encouraged
to come to and use Sandes in Harrogate.

16 a growing awareness of Sandes within
Lisburn leading to an increased
attendance at the Centre.

2 breakthroughs with the Welsh Guards
community in Pirbright.

17 a breakthrough as we see people
being saved within the military community

3 fellowship and single purpose for
all Christian agencies working within
the military.

18 opportunities to help soldiers and former
soldiers who may carry the emotional scars
of conflict

4 the children's Sandy Cove Club in
Lisburn this afternoon.

19 the Sandes monthly prayer meeting
this afternoon

5 issues relating to CVWW being
discussed by Army including provision
of housing and payment of licenses.
6 growth in the Sandes support base as
the financial position is not sustainable.

20 the extra evening openings for cadets
and soldiers in Ballykinlar would bear
fruit.
21 the preparation work for the Sandes
conference in April including those of our
speaker Pastor Val English.

7 encouragement for all Christians
serving in Armed Forces and boldness to
live and share their faith.

22 Preparation of the year end accounts
and preparation for annual audit in Head
Office.

8 families who have lost loved ones
or living with severe injuries a result
of military service.

23 breakthroughs with the 1 Scots
community in Holywood

9 the Bibles, literature and Dog Tags
being distributed through our Centres

24 sustainable levels of footfall within all
Centres to allow Mission to be more
effective and self supporting.

10 the children gathering for the Good
News Club in Sandes at Holywood that
they and their parents would be impacted.

25 Godly volunteers to help in all of our
centres.

11 people to prayerfully consider
supporting Sandes Mission through their
legacy planning.

26 encouragement for the Pirbright team
with new people coming to the Encounter
fellowship group tonight.

12 increased footfall and outreach
opportunities in all of the Sandes
Centres.

27 opportunities for Bible Quiz and other
forms of outreach with Junior Soldiers
and staff in Harrogate.

13 redesign of Sandes website and
promotional materials as we look to reach
a wider support base.
14 divine inspiration for all Padres taking
Church services today.

28 God’s leading on those making
command decisions on the future
deployment of our Armed Forces.

15 encouragement and blessing for
those who faithfully support Sandes.

29 wisdom and leading on new but
sustainable opportunities for Sandes.

The effective, fervent prayer of a righteous man
avails much James 5:16b
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Please pray for:

March 2016

1 God’s favour to be reflected through a
benevolent attitude from Army Command.
2 the children at the Good News Club in
Sandes at Holywood.
3 for soldiers to come to faith in the Lord
Jesus Christ.
4 issues relating to CVWW being
discussed by Army including provision
of housing and payment of licenses.
5 marriages of those in the military which
face tremendous challenges.

17 the team as they prepare and
run Sandy Cove children’s club today
in Lisburn.
18 the Sandes monthly prayer meeting
this afternoon
19 those suffering emotional distress
as a result of military service.
20 courage for all those Christians
serving in Armed Forces to live and share
their faith.

6 all the Bibles, literature and Dog Tags
being distributed through our Centres

21 Sandes to be ring fenced in discussions
with commercial catering contractors
coming to Army camps in NI.

7 renewed opportunities with the 2 Rifles
community in Lisburn.

22 protection and promotion of Christian
values within military and the Government.

8 those Christian organisations meeting
as part of CVWW in London today.

23 for the physical and spiritual well being
of Sandes workers family members.

9 Army housing to accommodate a future
Support Couple in Harrogate.
10 continued recovery in footfall for both
outreach opportunities and financial
sustainability.
11 encouragement and a breakthrough
at the Encounter Fellowship tonight
in Pirbright.

24 Head Office and committee as they
oversee changes as a result of financial
constraints.
25 deep sense of conviction as we
remember the Lord’s sacrifice today
26 for our existing volunteers and for new
Godly volunteers to help in all Centres.

12 future of the Ballykinlar site both
Government plans and Sandes response.

27 believers to be divinely inspired as
they contemplate the risen and living Christ

13 good working relationship between
Chaplaincy and all the Christian agencies
in the military.

28 opportunities to help and care through
the friendship ministry in all of our centres.

14 fundraising initiatives to be effective in
raising much needed funds for Sandes
mission work.

29 preparations for the Sandes Annual
Conference next month and for our
speaker Pastor Val English.

15 Sandes to remain financially solvent
and spiritually effective.

30 God’s anointing on the work of Sandes
and the convicting presence of the Holy
Spirit within the military community.

16 new breakthroughs with the Junior
Soldiers and staff at Harrogate.

31 unity and single purpose for those
presenting the Gospel to Armed Forces.

Let my prayer be set before You as incense, the lifting of my
hands as the evening sacrifice Psalm 141
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Pomp and Ceremony in Pirbright

David proudly on parade with the other recruits who successfully passed their training course

We had a visit on November 15th from Lt
General James Bashall, our Brigadier and
other senior staff at Pirbright. In preparation
for this visit we were asked to host a buffet
lunch for the General and about fifteen of
his colleagues. We were all in very early to
prepare the table settings which were in our
TV and Quiet rooms with the buffet tables
being placed in the hall between the two.

On November 17, Christine and I
celebrated our first year in Sandes. We
have come to realise that there is a lot of
pomp and ceremony in the Army and not
coming from a military background it is all
new to us. One area in particular where
this is most obvious is the pass off parade
when we witness our recruits graduate to
become soldiers following an intensive
fourteen weeks training programme.

Therefore selecting the appropriate food,
preparing and presenting it well and
creating the right ambience for such an
occasion was important. We know that first
impressions are lasting impressions. Well
the good news is that all went really well
and everyone enjoyed the food,
surroundings and the hospitality they
received.

We have also come to realise what a
privilege it is to be part of the recruits
experience during this challenging time and
to be part of the celebration on the day of
their pass off. We have been able to chat,
have fun, encourage and inspire them as
well as feed them. To some we become
almost like surrogate parents.
One recruit in particular was David who
unfortunately had a real tough time with
injuries. These setbacks meant that he
ended up doing approximately ten months
here and we got to know him really well. He
came to Sandes quite often and was a
regular to the Encounter fellowship

Obviously it’s very important for Sandes to
leave a lasting impression for anyone who
walks through the doors no matter what
status or rank. This is the ethos by which
we operate because we want everyone to
feel special, important and touched by the
presence of God.
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meetings on Friday night. We spent many
times praying with David as he went
through emotional and spiritual pain as he
thought he would never get through.
Eventually on the day of his pass off
parade, we sat with all the families and
friends watching the ceremony. No parent
could have been any more proud of him
than we were. It was a great moment for
him because what he thought was
impossible, God had made possible.
As Christians we are also Soldiers of Christ
who are trained for a different battle that is
fought in a different realm. Ephesians 6:12
“For we wrestle not against flesh and blood,
but against principalities, against powers,
against the rulers of the darkness of this
world, against spiritual wickedness in high
places.” I wrote previously about the
unseen enemy and have shared it on
several occasions with recruits, especially
David. The toughest enemy is the one we
can’t see and who spreads fear, doubt,
anxiety and despair etc. I find it is useful to
keep them focused on their goal or their
mission just like good soldiers as they
continue to fight through the challenges of
basic training.

Jesus was not distracted from His purpose
which was the Cross despite all of hell
being against him. It was there that He
embraced the fury of God on our behalf and
broke the curse of sin. He opened the door
for those who trust and surrender their lives
to Him to be set free with a life filled with
hope and purpose. Through the trials of this
life He is shaping us to be like Jesus. Then
one day He will greet us into heaven with
‘Well done my true and faithful servant’.
Surely no pass or victory parade regardless
of its accomplishments could ever compare
with that. “Thanks be to God, who always
leads us as captives in Christ’s triumphal
procession and uses us to spread the
aroma of the knowledge of Him
everywhere.” 2 Corinthians 2:14
The work at Sandes impacts beyond the
physical into the emotional and spiritual. It’s
true that we help and encourage recruits to
get through the physical and emotional
challenges of training so that they will be
successful and get to participate in the
pomp and ceremony of the pass off parade.
Our prayer and hope is that they will be
carried through to a much higher
procession in the heavenly realm.

Young ladies joining the Army and doing their training at Pirbright enjoy meeting in Sandes.
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An old friend of Sandes, Padre Mike Thomason visiting the Centre with his family

Maintaining the theme of pomp and
ceremony, we have a good relationship with
our local Post Office in Knaphill where the
owner Saj is also a local Counsellor. He
asked if we could help arrange for some
recruits to be part of a Remembrance
service in the local church and community
centre. It turned out to be a real blessing
and Saj was so thankful. Just another way
in which Sandes can impact a wide
spectrum of people. We certainly get a real
mix of people coming through the Centre
at Pirbright. This ranges from the most
senior officers to the youngest cadets and
everyone in between. We also have people
on specialised courses and shooting
competitions and recently a Rugby team
which added an additional element of
flavour to this unique ministry. We do our
best to make the Centre a welcoming home
so that everyone feels at ease.
During the past couple of months we had a
number of special events during the Rugby
World Cup and these always help the guys
unwind a little from their rigorous training
routine. Another bit of fun was a request to
have a ‘Man verses Food’ challenge. This
was replicating a TV programme of the
same name. We presented the challenger
with ten sausages, ten strip of bacon, five

eggs, five hash browns, mushrooms, beans
and five pieces of toast. Wow!!!
Unfortunately he didn’t finish it but had a
good go so well done anyway.
We are privileged to be in a position of trust
within the Army. We appreciate all its pomp
and ceremony but having seen the training
up close we are only too aware that the
Army is not simply about proudly strutting
around the parade ground. We have seen
how much these recruits have been
transformed. Those who manage to
complete the course are physically
stronger, they have more confidence in
dealing with challenges and they have the
assurance of belonging to something bigger
than themselves. They have a strong set of
core values instilled during training to
complement their professional skills of
soldiering. In a world of deepening chaos
we can be thankful for the freedoms our
Armed Forces have faithfully protected.
Sandes too must be faithful as we in turn
care for them as Christ’s ambassadors,
bringing the Good News of the Gospel so
that perhaps one day they too can know
real freedom, have peace with God and be
called to an even higher purpose.
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Trevor & Christine Brammah

Let your light shine before men

Junior Soldiers coming home to Sandes and we hope to see more of them in the year ahead

When writing our Centre report we always
try to bring encouragement and I find when
I think about the content then I start to feel
encouraged too. Looking back over the
terms here in the college we have seen
many blessings and as we come to the end
of another year , we trust and pray that we
have been faithful to our calling to the work
and will see a harvest in due season.
Those who follow our progress will be
aware that we have also faced many
challenges and this was reflected in a
declining footfall through the Centre. This
in turn put the Mission in a very difficult
financial position. Although the Centre is
still in an unsustainable position we are
starting to see slow signs of improvement.
We thank God for this and continue to pray
that Sandes will find itself once more at the
Centre of welfare activities here on camp.
We are grateful to those who have faithfully
come to Sandes over the past number of
years and encouraged us to keep going.
It's my favourite time of the year again and

the Centre is dressed for Christmas. On the
fireplace sits our little manger nativity
scene. It reminds me of a funny story a few
years ago when someone pinched the
baby. A group of soldiers were sitting
around and laughing, teasing me saying the
baby Jesus had gone missing. As I looked
at the smiling faces they all denied seeing
anyone take it. With a big smile, I reminded
them that although they didn’t see anything
the Lord sees everything. It was my turn to
have a gentle laugh at them when much to
their amazement they saw that the baby
was back in the stable the very next day.
The little nativity scene serves a purpose
here as a talking point. Often it is a gateway
to talk about our faith. As we hear them talk
about presents and gifts for Christmas we
can tell them about the greatest gift of all.
Jesus came to take away the sins of the
world. Those who put their trust in Him can
have a new start, a new life as a forgiven
man. He has promised never to forsake you
and whatever He calls you to He will
empower for that purpose. It is a gift that

Do not fear, for I am with you; do not be dismayed, for I am your God. Isaiah 41:10
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headed off to sunny Cyprus but it turned
out not to be so sunny. Regardless, some
of them had great fun jumping out of planes
and free falling. They were still buzzing
when they returned and couldn’t wait to tell
us all about their adventures.

never stops giving, never runs out and one
we share with others.
Our intention is always to create a real
home here in Sandes where people can be
themselves. You can see people relax and
open up after getting to know who we are
and what we do. Sometimes all they need
is a little TLC and to know that someone
really cares and are prepared to listen. We
have seen anxious thoughts melt in the
warmth of simple conversation. We have
seen determination restored by a simple
word of encouragement. We have even
seen hope grow from despair as we pray
and see the Lord move in peoples’ lives.

We keep busy looking after our young
soldiers and try new things on the menu all
the time to give a bit of variety to life here.
The new BBQ jumbo hot dogs and the chilli
and chicken curry and rice are going down
a treat with everyone as lovely winter
warmers. Our team in the kitchen are doing
well and are real stars. We would like to
thank both Denise and Kara for their
wonderful support to us throughout the
year. Kara received a car for Christmas and
is obviously over the moon.

Just a few weeks ago one of our Junior
Soldiers came into the Centre in the
evening. “It's his birthday,” one of his mates
whispered to me. I very quickly made an
impromptu cake with a chocolate muffin by
adding some cream and candles. Harvey
was delighted and he said laughing, "I will
never forget my birthday cake in Sandes.”
Eighteen is a special birthday and we are
glad we could create this simple but happy
memory for him.

We are strengthened and encouraged by
your prayerful support and are looking
forward with a sense of expectation to a
year ahead full of blessing. By experience
we know that even the greatest challenge
can become a blessing as we see the
Lord’s hand at work bringing us through. So
whatever lies ahead we hope to stand firm
with our trust in Him. God bless you in the
year ahead and thank you for standing with
us in this great work.

The camp has had periods when it is very
quiet but life goes on. Soldiers and
Permanent Staff do get to do some exciting
things. For half term leave quite a few

Jim and Maryjane McCracken

A simple but special eighteenth birthday memory in Sandes
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Please plan to come and join us at the

Sandes Annual Conference

15th-17th April 2016
@ Glenada Conference Centre, Newcastle, Co Down

Our distinguished speaker will be

Pastor Val English

Enjoy the teaching of Pastor Val English and good fellowship with the whole
Sandes family as we gather together to thank the Lord for His faithfulness and
pray for His continued empowerment and blessing. Although there have been
difficulties, we are still seeing much blessing in the midst of it. Come and hear
the reviews of the year past and the expectations for the future as we continue
to trust the Lord for His leading in using this little foothold for the Gospel.
Booking Form

£110 per person from Friday High Tea to Sunday Lunch
Residential or Day Visitor : …………………………….………………………
Number of Adults : …………….…

Number of Children : ……….…..……

Names : ……………………………………………………………….…………
Address : ………………………………………………………………………..
………………………………………………………………………..
Post Code: …………...…… Telephone : ………………………....………..
Email : …………………….…………………………………………………….
Any special dietary or mobility requirements: ………………………………
I enclose deposit (£20 per head) : ………………………………..…………
I enclose full payment (£110 per head) : ……………………………….……
— For single occupancy add £7.50 per night —

I enclose payment for day visitor: …………………………………….………
— Sat Lunch: £8.50 — Sat Dinner: £14.00 — Sun Lunch: £14.00 —
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SANDES

The Soldiers’ Friend since 1869
As a Christian Mission we depend on your prayerful and financial support to
sustain this work. Please consider making a donation or joining our mailing list.
Stand with us as we seek to bring Christian love and witness to those within
the military and help us secure this little foothold for the Gospel.
Name: ………………………………………………………………..……………
Address: ………………………………………………………………..…………
…..................................................................................................................
Town/ City: ………………………..

Post Code: ……………………..….

I would like to make a donation to support the work of Sandes
and enclose a donation to the value of :
£ ______________

Q116

* Please treat this and any future donations to Sandes as Gift Aid - Yes / No
You can also donate as follows:
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Online at www.sandes.org.uk
Direct Debit
Standing Order
Payroll Giving
Leaving a Legacy

Please contact us if you need more information on the above.

* We can claim Gift Aid on donations if you pay Income Tax or Capital Gains
Tax every pound you give we get an extra 25 pence from the Inland Revenue.
If your donation is to be Gift Aided please complete the details above. It is
important that we keep our records up to date so please advice us if there is
any change in your tax status or address.
I would like to receive ……..…. copies of Focus at the above address.
I would like to arrange for a speaker from Sandes for my Church group.
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